
India with unique challenge of
interrupted generators supply
requires over 20 million residential &
commercial complexes run on
backup generators. Users would
carry jerry cans or barrels to procure
diesel from fuel stations and
transport it unsafely to sites where
generators are installed, additionally
user would stack up and store diesel
for future use to avoid hassle of
frequent purchase and transporting
the fuel. 

On-siteOn-site
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Generator RefuellingGenerator Refuelling
24/724/7

Available onAvailable on

Fuel for any generatorsFuel for any generators

Reduce the need to store fuelReduce the need to store fuel  
onsiteonsite  

Whether you need diesel for generators toWhether you need diesel for generators to

run apartment, business tech park, arun apartment, business tech park, a

cinema complex, bank, five star hotel,cinema complex, bank, five star hotel,

mobile tower or even a hospital, we delivermobile tower or even a hospital, we deliver

fuel for your generators anytime &fuel for your generators anytime &

anywhere.anywhere.  

BenefitsBenefits

Our customer don’t store fuel in cans orOur customer don’t store fuel in cans or

barrels for future use cause they canbarrels for future use cause they can

schedule the delivery of fuel anytime andschedule the delivery of fuel anytime and

we offer direct refuelling into thewe offer direct refuelling into the

generators.generators.  



Available onAvailable on
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With Kornem Energy as your energyWith Kornem Energy as your energy

partner, fueling yor business is onepartner, fueling yor business is one

less thing to worry aboutless thing to worry about

Quality Fuel Supply | On-time Delivery | Dedicated Support TeamQuality Fuel Supply | On-time Delivery | Dedicated Support Team

Call us,Call us, info@kornem.cominfo@kornem.com
www.kornem.comwww.kornem.com

Eliminate fuel spillEliminate fuel spill  

With direct refuelling ofWith direct refuelling of

generators via nozzles , ourgenerators via nozzles , our

customers can avoid fuel spill atcustomers can avoid fuel spill at

their site, Kornem offers zerotheir site, Kornem offers zero

spill guarantee else free fuel tospill guarantee else free fuel to

customers.customers.  

Eliminate fuel theftEliminate fuel theft  

With Kornem’s on-siteWith Kornem’s on-site

refuelling, our customers canrefuelling, our customers can

completely eliminate fuel theftcompletely eliminate fuel theft

which happens during the fuelwhich happens during the fuel

purchase at fuel stations orpurchase at fuel stations or

during the transport of fuel fromduring the transport of fuel from

fuel stations to generators sitefuel stations to generators site  

Monitor fuelMonitor fuel
consumptionconsumption  

With Kornem on-site refuellingWith Kornem on-site refuelling

& interactive dashboard, our& interactive dashboard, our

customers can monitor theircustomers can monitor their

fuel consumptions for eachfuel consumptions for each

generator and if they requiregenerator and if they require

refuelling in multiple locations,refuelling in multiple locations,

they can also monitor their fuelthey can also monitor their fuel

consumption for each locationsconsumption for each locations

as well. This way, our customeras well. This way, our customer

can also budget for fuel for eachcan also budget for fuel for each

location appropriately.location appropriately.  
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